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ABSTRACT

The Solar Probe Plus (SPP) spacecraft will explore the near-Sun environment, reaching heliocentric distances less
than :R10 . Near Earth, spacecraft measurements of fluctuating velocities and magnetic fields taken in the time
domain are translated into information about the spatial structure of the solar wind via Taylor’s “frozen turbulence”
hypothesis. Near the perihelion of SPP, however, the solar-wind speed is comparable to the Alfvén speed, and
Taylor’s hypothesis in its usual form does not apply. In this paper, we show that under certain assumptions, a
modified version of Taylor’s hypothesis can be recovered in the near-Sun region. We consider only the transverse,
non-compressive component of the fluctuations at length scales exceeding the proton gyroradius, and we describe
these fluctuations using an approximate theoretical framework developed by Heinemann and Olbert. We show that
fluctuations propagating away from the Sun in the plasma frame obey a relation analogous to Taylor’s hypothesis
when ^

-�V zsc, and + -�z z , where ^Vsc, is the component of the spacecraft velocity perpendicular to the mean
magnetic field and +z ( -z ) is the Elsasser variable corresponding to transverse, non-compressive fluctuations
propagating away from (toward) the Sun in the plasma frame. Observations and simulations suggest that, in the
near-Sun solar wind, the above inequalities are satisfied and +z fluctuations account for most of the fluctuation
energy. The modified form of Taylor’s hypothesis that we derive may thus make it possible to characterize the
spatial structure of the energetically dominant component of the turbulence encountered by SPP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the processes that heat the Sun’s corona and
accelerate the solar wind is a long standing goal in the space-
physics community. A number of mechanisms have been
proposed to account for these phenomena, including low-
frequency Alfvén-wave turbulence (Coleman 1968; Velli
et al. 1989), cyclotron heating (Ionson 1978; Hollweg &
Isenberg 2002), stochastic heating (McChesney et al. 1987;
Chaston et al. 2004; Chandran 2010), velocity filtration
(Scudder 1992), reconnection (Parker 1972), and nanoflares
(Parker 1988). Remote observations have been employed to
constrain the likelihood of these mechanisms operating near the
Sun (Hollweg et al. 1982; Harmon & Coles 2005; De Pontieu
et al. 2007; Tomczyk et al. 2007). However, in situ measure-
ments are necessary to distinguish between these competing
ideas.

The upcoming Solar Probe Plus (SPP)missionwill make such
measurements at heliocentric distances r as small as :R9.87 ,
where :R is the Solar radius. In order to extract scientific results
from SPP measurements, we must consider the interpretation of
measurements made in the spacecraft reference frame. Space-
craft measurements are made in the time domain, but are often
translated into information about the spatial structure of waves
and turbulence using Taylor’s hypothesis (Taylor 1938; Fre-
dricks & Coroniti 1976), which treats fluctuations as static in the
reference frame that moves with the mean velocityU of the solar
wind (which we take to be measured in an inertial reference
frame centered on the Sun). For example, if B t( )sc denotes the
magnetic field measured by the spacecraft and B x( )SW denotes
the (assumed-to-be) static magnetic field as a function of
position x in the solar-wind frame, then

= -( )B B x Ut t( ) , (1)sc SW 0

where x0 is the spacecraft location at t = 0. Here, we have

neglected the velocity of the spacecraft, which, near Earth, is
�U . Taylor’s hypothesis is a good approximation when U is
much larger than the fluctuating plasma velocity and wave phase
speeds, since waves and turbulent structures are then advected
past the spacecraft on a timescale that is much shorter than the
time required for the waves or structures to evolve appreciably in
the solar-wind frame.
When Taylor’s hypothesis holds andU is constant, the

(angular) frequency power spectrum wwP ( ) of a quantity such
as B t( )sc is related to the wavenumber spectrum kP ( )3D of
B x( )SW through the equation (Jokipii 1973; Horbury
et al. 2008; Bourouaine & Chandran 2013)

òw d w= -w k k UP P d k( ) ( ) ( · ) , (2)3D
3

where the k integration is over all of k-space. Thus, a
wavenumber k in the solar-wind frame corresponds to an
angular frequencyw = k U· in the spacecraft frame.
A critical issue for SPP is that U is comparable to the Alfvén

speed vA near SPP’s perihelion, and thus Taylor’s hypothesis
does not in general apply. However, in this paper, we show that
a modified version of Taylor’s hypothesis can be recovered
near SPP’s perihelion under a set of conditions that are
expected to hold for the energetically dominant component of
the turbulent fluctuations in the near-Sun solar wind.

2. A MODIFIED TAYLOR’S HYPOTHESIS FOR SPP

In situ measurements indicate that the (total) fractional
density fluctuations dr r0 in the solar wind at > ☉r R60 are
much smaller than d∣ ∣B B0, where dB and B0 are, respectively,
the fluctuating and background magnetic fields, and dr and r0
are the fluctuating and background mass densities, respectively
(Tu & Marsch 1995). Observations of radio signals transmitted
by the Helios spacecraft indicate that the inequality
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dr r d� ∣ ∣B B0 0 also holds near SPP’s perihelion (see, e.g.,
the appendix of Hollweg et al. 2010). The condition
dr r d� ∣ ∣B B0 0 implies that the dominant fluctuations are
non-compressive, consistent with the fact that compressive
waves are damped much more rapidly than non-compressive
waves in the collisionless solar wind (Barnes 1966) and with
Hollweg (1978)’s finding that fast magnetosonic waves
launched outward through the chromosphere are reflected
almost completely at the transition region.

In this paper, we restrict our analysis to the dominant, non-
compressive component of the fluctuations and derive a version
of Taylor’s hypothesis that will apply only to such non-
compressive fluctuations. We assume that

dr r� . (3)0

We also restrict our analysis to fluctuations at length scales
greater than the proton gyroradius. At such scales, the only
non-compressive mode is the Alfvén wave, for which dB and
the fluctuating velocity dv are perpendicular to B0. We thus take
the fluctuations to satisfy the conditions

d d d= = =v v B B B· 0 · 0 · 0. (4)0 0

We assume that B0 and the background solar-wind velocity
U are, at least to a good approximation, in the radial direction r̂.
(It is trivial to generalize our results to the case in which B0
points in the -r̂ direction.) We also take r0 to vary with
position perpendicular to r̂ much more slowly than does dB.
Given these assumptions and Equations (3) and (4), the
fluctuations are described by the Heinemann & Olbert (1980)
equations (for additional discussion see Chandran & Holl-
weg 2009),
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are the Heinemann–Olbert variables, r=v B π4A 0 0 is the
Alfvén velocity, ptot is the total pressure,
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ra is the value of r0 at the Alfvéncritical point =r ra (at which
=U vA),

d d= Bz v b (9)

are the Elsasser variables, and d d r=b B π4 0 . Physically, g
and +z ( f and -z ) represent noncompressive, transverse

fluctuations that propagate away from (toward) the Sun in the
plasma frame.
The pressure terms in Equations (5) and (6) enforce the

incompressibility condition by canceling out the compressive
components of the nonlinear terms +z f· and -z g· . To
simplify the notation, we define

h
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where the subscript “nc” stands for “non-compressive
component.”
Measurements from the Helios spacecraft show that on

average the ratio + -z z exceeds 1 at < <r0.3 AU 1 AU and
that this ratio increases as r decreases (Bavassano et al. 2000).
Theoretical models (Cranmer & van Ballegooijen 2005;
Verdini & Velli 2007; Chandran & Hollweg 2009), shell-
model simulations (Verdini et al. 2012), and direct numerical
simulations (Perez & Chandran 2013) also suggest that
+ -�z z at ~ - ☉r R10 30 . We thus assume that

- +�z z . (11)

Equation (11) implies that �f g. Moreover, the ratio f g is
much smaller than - +z z near =r ra, because of the prefactor

h h-(1 )1 2 1 4 in the definition of f in Equation (7). The
quantity v dv dr(1 )A A is ~ -r 1. It thus follows from Equa-
tion (11) that + +�∣ ∣ ∣U v g U v( ) · [( )A A

∣fv dv dr(2 )]( )A A , because ¶ ¶∣ ∣rg is not much smaller than
∣ ∣g r . Given Equation (11), we may thus approximate
Equation (5) as

¶
¶

+ + = - -( ) ( )g
U v g z g

t
· · . (12)A nc

We now change from a reference frame centered on the Sun
with position r and time t to the spacecraft reference frame with
position ò¢ = -r r V dtsc and time ¢ =t t. The temporal and
spatial derivatives in the two frames are related by the
equations ¶ ¶ = ¶ ¶ ¢ + ¶ ¢ ¶ ¢rt t t · and = ¢, where
¶ ¢ ¶ = -r Vt sc. We can thus rewrite Equation (12) as

¶
¶ ¢

+ + - ¢ = - ¢-( ) ( )g
U v V g z g

t
· · , (13)A sc nc

where ¢-( )z g·
nc

is given by the right-hand side of
Equation (10), with∇replaced by ¢.
Our goal now is to determine when the nonlinear term on the

right-hand side of Equation (13) can be neglected. We note that
the ¢-z g· term “picks up” the spatial derivatives of g in the
directions perpendicular to B0, because of Equation (4). On the
other hand, the + ¢U v g( ) ·A term picks up the spatial
derivatives of g along the direction of B0. Thus, even though

+ -�U v zA , it is not necessarily the case that
+ ¢ ¢-�∣ ∣ ∣ ∣U v g z g( ) · ·A , because the perpendicular

gradient of g could greatly exceed the parallel gradient. On
the other hand, the spacecraft velocityVsc has a nonzero
component º -^V V Vb bˆ ( ˆ · )sc, sc sc perpendicular to B0. The
term ¢V g·sc thus greatly exceeds ¢-z g· in magnitude
when

^
-�V z . (14)sc,

Near perihelion, ^
-�V 200 km ssc,

1 and Equation (14) likely
holds (Cranmer & van Ballegooijen 2005; Verdini &
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Velli 2007; Chandran & Hollweg 2009). When Equation (14)
is satisfied, Equation (13) becomes (to leading order in the
small quantity -

^z Vsc, )

¶
¶ ¢

+ ¢ =
g

U g
t

· 0, (15)total

where

º + -U U v V . (16)total A sc

The left-hand side of Equation (15) is the convective time
derivative of g at a point that moves with velocityUtotal. The
vanishing of this time derivative to leading order in -

^z Vsc,

and - +z z expresses mathematically the statement that g
fluctuations are approximately frozen in a frame that moves
with velocityUtotal.

We now restrict our consideration to time intervals τ that are
sufficiently short that (1) Vsc is approximately constant and (2)
vA and U are approximately constant at the spacecraft location
and throughout the radial interval through which the g
fluctuations propagate during time τ. With these conditions,
Utotal can be treated as constant, and the solution for g in
Equation (15) is

¢ ¢ = ¢ - ¢( )g r g r Ut t( , ) , 0 . (17)total

Just as Equation (1) leads to Equation (2), Equation (17)
implies that

òw d w= -w ( )k k UP P d k( ) ( ) · , (18)g g( )
3D
( )

total
3

where wP g( ) is the (angular) frequency spectrum of g in the
spacecraft frame, and P g

3D
( ) is the wavenumber spectrum of

¢g r( , 0). In order for the inward-propagating fluctuations (i.e.,
f ) to obey an analogous relation, ^∣ ∣Vsc, would need to be +�z ,
which is not expected for the near-Sun environment.

To understand why a version of Taylor’s hypothesis applies
to outward-propagating g fluctuations even when ~U vA, it is
helpful to view the spacecraft in the “ +z reference frame,”
which moves away from the Sun at velocity +U vA, which, as
discussed above, we treat as as effectively constant. In the +z
reference frame, g changes only because of the nonlinear
shearing represented by the - -z g( · )nc term on the right-
hand side of Equation (12). A fixed location in an inertial
reference frame centered on the Sun moves at velocity
- -U vA in the +z frame, as represented by the open triangle
in Figure 1. At such a location, our modified version of
Taylor’s hypothesis (in this case with =V 0sc ) need not apply,
because the timescale on which a g structure evolves due to
nonlinear shearing could be comparable to the time needed to
traverse that structure in the radial direction at speed +U vA.
This is directly related to the point made above that even
though + -�U v zA , it is not necessarily the case that

+ ¢ ¢-�∣ ∣ ∣ ∣U v g z g( ) · ·A , because +U vA is along B0,
whereas -z is perpendicular to B0. On the other hand, in the +z
frame, the SPP spacecraft will move at velocity
- - +U v VA sc, as illustrated by the filled triangle in Figure 1.
If Equation (14) is satisfied, then SPP will traverse a g structure
in a time that is much shorter than the time required for that
structure to change in the +z frame, and the g structures can be
approximated as frozen.
Equations (17) and (18) are analogous to the usual forms of

Taylor’s hypothesis given in Equations (1) and (2), but with
some differences. At =r 1 AU, structures are approximately
frozen in the plasma frame and are swept by the spacecraft at a
velocity�U. Closer to the Sun, when Equations (11) and (14)
are satisfied, g structures are approximately frozen and are
swept by the spacecraft at velocity + -U v VA sc, but f
structures need not be frozen. At =r 1 AU, the frequencies
in the spacecraft frame are much larger than the frequencies of
fluctuations measured in the plasma frame. In contrast, this
frequency disparity need not arise near the Alfvén critical point.
If the frequency associated with some fluctuation in the
spacecraft frame arises primarily from the + ¢U v g( ) ·A term
in Equation (13), then this frequency is only a factor of

+ ~U v v( ) 2A A larger than the frequency that would arise in
the plasma frame.
The direct output of Equations (17) and (18) is the spatial

structure of the g field. However, because we restrict our
analysis to time intervals τ that are sufficiently small that U and
vA remain fairly constant at the spacecraft location and
throughout a radial interval extending from SPP a distance

t~ +U v( )A toward the Sun, the factor of proportionality
between +z and g,

h
h

º
+

h
1

, (19)
1 4

1 2

can be treated as approximately constant. As a consequence,
the frequency and wavenumber spectra of g in Equation (18)
can be converted into frequency and wavenumber spectra of +z
via Equation (7). Near the Alfvén critical point ra, the radial
variations in h are particularly small, allowing for a translation
between g spectra and +z spectra with very little error. This can
be seen by writing h = + x1 , where �∣ ∣x 1 near =r ra.
From Equation (8), = -x v U U( )A

2 2 2. Taylor-expanding

Figure 1. Motion of SPP (filled triangle) in the “ +z rest frame,” which moves
away from the Sun at velocity +U vA. The open triangle represents a point
that is at rest in an inertial frame centered on the Sun. The rectangles represent
turbulent structures associated with non-compressive +z (or g) fluctuations.
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Equation (19) about h = 1, we obtain

=
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Because h varies quadratically with the quantity -U v( )2
A
2 ,

and because of the factor of 1 32, h varies very slowly with
radius near ra.

To illustrate how the technique we describe could be applied,
we suppose that near its perihelion of ☉R9.87 SPP traverses a
fast-solar-wind stream emanating from a low-latitude coronal
hole, in which U and vA are approximately steady for a period
of t = 10 s3 , during which time + = ´ -U v 1.3 10 km sA

3 1

and = ´^
-�V V 2 10 km ssc, sc

2 1. If Equations (11) and (14)
are satisfied, then Equations (17) and (18) apply, and SPP
measurements during this interval sample approximately
frozen g structures along a line segment that extends from
= ☉r R9.87 to t- + =� ☉ ☉r R U v R9.87 ( ) 7.99A , while

spanning a distance t � ☉V R0.29sc perpendicular to the radial
direction. Over the radial range ☉ ☉R R(7.99 , 9.87 ), the
quantity +U vA varies by 6.1% in the data-based model of
Chandran & Hollweg (2009), consistent with our assumption
that +U vA is reasonably constant throughout this radial
interval. Given the density profile in this model, in which
= ☉r R11.1a , Equations (8) and (19) imply that h varies from a

value of 0.491 at = ☉r R7.99 to a value of 0.499 at
= ☉r R9.87 . To within 2%, =h 1 2 throughout the interval

☉ ☉R R(7.99 , 9.87 ), and thus the frequency and wavenumber
spectra of +z are to a high degree of accuracy equal to a
constant (1/4) times the frequency and wavenumber spectra of
g. As this example shows, the modified version of Taylor’s
hypothesis that we describe will enable SPP to probe the
dominant component of solar-wind turbulence inside of SPP’s
perihelion.

In claiming that the energetically dominant fluctuations near
the Sun approximately satisfy Equation (15), we have relied
upon the assumptions that: (1) dr r d� ∣ ∣B B0 0 (which in
practice implies that dr r � 10 since d∣ ∣ 1B B0); (2) dB and
dv are approximately perpendicular to B0; (3) + -�z z ; (4)

^
-�V zsc, ; (5) r0 varies much more slowly with position

perpendicular to r̂ than does dB; and (6) B0 is nearly radial.
SPP measurements will provide tests of conditions (1) through
(5). To check assumption (6) using SPP measurements would
require averaging B over timescales much longer than the
timescale of the energetically dominant magnetic fluctuations,
which is likely∼1 hr (Hollweg et al. 1982). However, such
long time averages will become progressively more difficult as
SPP approaches perihelion, since SPP will rapidly traverse the
near-perihelion region at ~ -☉R1 hr 1. On the other hand, the
assumption that B0 is nearly radial at ~ -☉ ☉r R R10 30 is
likely accurate if coronal mass ejections are excluded, because
the closed-loop magnetic structures of the Sun are primarily
confined to smaller r and the Parker spiral field begins to bend
appreciably into the azimuthal direction only at larger r. We
emphasize that the above conditions are sufficient but not
necessary, since, e.g., Taylor’s hypothesis can apply when

~+ -z z provided +
^�z Vsc, . We also note that we have not

restricted our analysis to fluctuations that are either quasi-2D or
quasi-slab-symmetric, whether with respect to the background
magnetic field B0 or the local magnetic field d+B B0 .

Observations at 1 AU(Podesta & Bhattacharjee 2010) and
numerical simulations of solar-wind turbulence near the Sun
(Verdini et al. 2012; Perez & Chandran 2013) suggest that if
the overall fractional cross helicity is high, then + -�z z
throughout much of the inertial range. If this is the case near the
Sun, then d d +�b z(1 2) scale by scale throughout much of the
inertial range, and SPP magnetometer measurements on their
own (without velocity measurements) will be sufficient to
approximate the frequency spectra of g and +z .
Our study differs from previous studies of Taylor’s

hypothesis for SPP. Matthaeus (1997) accounted for ^Vsc,
and concluded that the characteristic turbulence speed must be

^�Vsc, for Taylor’s hypothesis to apply to 2D turbulence. In
contrast, we have shown that a form of Taylor’s hypothesis
applies to g or +z fluctuations even when the characteristic
turbulence speed is comparable to ^Vsc, , provided - +�z z and
-

^�z Vsc, . Howes et al. (2014) and Klein et al. (2014) found
that Taylor’s hypothesis holds near the perihelion of SPP for
sufficiently oblique Alfvén and kinetic Alfvén waves if the
fluctuations are treated as linear waves. In the present study, we
do not restrict the analysis to linear or highly oblique waves.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Transverse, non-compressive fluctuations likely comprise the
bulk of the fluctuation energy in the near-Sun solar wind. When
dr r� 0, U and B0 are nearly radial, and r0 varies much more
slowly with position perpendicular to r̂ than does dB, these
transverse, non-compressive fluctuations are described by the
Heinemann–Olbert equations. We use these equations to show
that outward-propagating fluctuations can be treated as frozen
within a reference frame that will be advected past SPP at
velocity + -U v VA sc, provided that - +�z z and -

^�z Vsc, .
Observations and simulations suggest that these latter two
inequalities and the inequality dr r� 0 will be satisfied near
SPP’s perihelion. As a consequence, it will likely be possible to
use a modified version of Taylor’s hypothesis to characterize
the spatial structure of the outward-propagating, transverse,
non-compressive fluctuations that will be encountered by SPP
near its perihelion, even when ~U vA and ~+z Vsc.
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